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A BARGAIN
I sold my conscience to the world;
The price I thought was good,
The conscience—'twas a useless thing;
I needed clothes and food.
But when 'twas gone my joy went too,
And peace had flown away;
The things the world gave in its place.
Were broken in a day.
And then the way grew steep and) dark,
My feet began to slide;
I did not know which way to go,
For I had lost my guide.
I bought my conscience back again—
My conscience worn and old!
The world demanded thrice the price
Since I to him had sold.
Just all I had I paid for it,
And took the poor thing back,
And turned me to my empty home,
Yet did not feel a lack.
It nestled in my heart again,
And held my life as true,
And showed me right and wrong as clear
As if it had been new.
I have my conscience back again;
The world may keep its gold,
For peace and joy have1 flown back, too,
And never shall be sold.
—Publisher Unknown. Sel. by C. C
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EVANGELICAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

Whereas, an appeal from the Executive Board of the
African Church through the Foreign Mission Board, to
General Conference of 1923, for additional workers in the
persons of a man and trained nurse were referred to the
Foreign Mission Board, to act upon its best judgment,
encouraging the sending of these missionaries as soon
as contributions will permit, Conference Minutes of
1928, Article 44, Section 2, Pages 53-54, and,
Whereas, the South African Conference of August,
1923, have petitioned the Foreign Mission Board for additional workers, even though they may not be able to
send more money, thereby decreasing the maintenance
per member, and,
Inasmuch, as the Board dare not lightly regard such
spirit of sacrifice, and are confident that the church will
rally to the support of these great needs in supplying the
necessary funds for their outgoing and appreciating the
spirit of self denial on the part of the workers, two trained nurses shall be sent with Brother and Sister Steigerwald.
Srs. Martha Kauffman of Abilene, Kans., and Grace
Book of Ramona, Kansas, have been accepted, and are
expected to visit such parts of the brotherhood that may
be convenient in the short time they have, before sailing.
These visits are in the interest of the work in general, as well as for raising funds for their outgoing.
We earnestly solicit the hearty co-operation of the
brotherhood in this undertaking.
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD NOTICE.
Read Carefully
Reservation has been made for the sailing of Bro.
and Sister H. P. Steigerwald from New York, on the Fifth
day of April next, in their return to the African mission
field.
Friends of the mission cause, who desire to contribute goods for the general use of the missions, or
special gifts for the benefit of some of the missionaries,
shall see to it that everything is forwarded to the Messiah Rescue Home, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa., not
later than the first day of March, so that ample time for
packing and shipping may be had.
Also read carefully the following, which appears in
General Conference Minutes of 1923, Page 54, Sec. 4:
Resolved that the Board hold itself responsible for
transportation charges to the extent of six hundred
pounds (600 lbs.) including tare, as the personal effects
of each missionary.
Goods donated for the general use of the Mission
stations, or for individuals on the field, should be supplemented by sufficient money to take care of transportation at the rate of two and one-half cents per pound.
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All special cases can be arranged for by communicating with the secretary of the Board, to whom such
moneys should be sent.
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD.
BENEFICIARY BOARD.
SPECIAL NOTICE
The attention of the brotherhood is hereby called to
resolutions passed by General Conference of 1923, found
on page 37, article 29, of Conference Minutes as follows:
"Inasmuch as our present system of providing for the
needs of the poor, orphans, and indigent members is not
meeting and never has met the actual need; and,
Inasmuch as the needs of this work are constantly
growing; and,
Inasmuch as we believe that this work is highly commendable in God's sight; and,
Whereas, experiences of the past have taught us that
in order to make our Beneficiary Fund adequate, it must
be generally supported by the church at large; and,
Inasmuch as there should be an equalization of taxation or assessment; therefore,
We, the Michigan and Indiana Joint Council submit
the following resolution to General Conference for consideration :
Resolved, that General Conference call for a voluntary assessment of one-half of one percent of the income
of every member of the church for a period of two years
to raise a fund for the above stated purposes, and that the
Beneficiary Board shall recommend to Conference of each
year following, the amount needed for each yearly
budget.
2. That each district in United States and Canada
shall be included in the assessments and benefits of said
fund.
Action—Preambles and resolutions were adopted."
For the benefit of all, the following rule can be applied so as to easily estimate the amount of your offering:
One-half of one percent on an income of $500.00 is $2.50,
on $1000.00, . $5.00, on $1500.00, $7.50, on $2000.00,
$10.00, etc.
The Beneficiary fund is low at present, the funds
largely being exhausted to meet budget expenses for this
year. In order to properly meet the growing needs of
this work and to enable the Board to function properly,
this matter should have your early attention.
We believe the best way to handle it would be for
each member to turn in their amount to the local treasurer and.1 he to forward the amounts to the treasurer
of t h e Beneficiary Board, Bishop D. R. Eyster,
Thomas, Okla. This matter should have immediate attention and all remittances be made to him before date of
April 1 if possible.
BENEFICIARY BOARD.
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with the happy, pleased expression of a child who has
just received a kindness deeply appreciated, and reverently removing his hat and folding his hands over it, he
thanked his Heavenly Father for sending the chair.
Worry kills more people than work. "As a man
Discerning Prayer
thinketh in his heart so is he." Brooding over our
The recognition of God's existence in His creative troubles increases their intensity. God's children are
of
power, His wisdom, and omnipresence necessitates on our often driven to Him through some desperate need
1
help
and
definite
supply
of
an
absolute
want
and
as
they
part prayer to Him for sustenance, wisdom and guidcry in tears for help they are so filled with His love that
ance.
they
are comforted and cheered even though their reTo deny prayer and its efficacy is practical atheism.
quest
is not granted. Thus with Paul in the removal of
The earth was made for man's habitation. Man was
the
thorn
for which he prayed thrice he got to the place
made that God might manifest himself through him.
that he rejoiced that it was not removed; when he reGod designed laws and principles which were to alized that it was used to keep him near to God, whose
govern the physical universe and the plant and animal love so filled his soul.
life realm. The soul or spirit life of man is also governed
The writer sustained recently a broken bone in the
by laws for his highest well being.
left arm and upon quiet waiting upon the Lord was shown
A wise father has rules for governing his house- at least one reason why, and a lesson taught that conhold but in special cases may for the time suspend the
firms Rom. 8:28.
law or rule. It behooves us as dependent beings to learn
Do the incidents of life draw us closer to God or
the will of our Heavenly Father through prayer, His
drive us away from Him? On which side of the cloud are
word, the Spirit and meditation. Effect, such as sickness, sadness, disappointment is preceded by a cause. We we traveling? The light giving or dark begetting.
Do we hear the noise of a troubled conscience as a
should through prayer and meditation determine the
voice
from God or as a thundering of His wrath?
cause. The life processes of our body have the means
Can
we sing? ' T m abiding and confiding in the
of self repair. Instantaneous healing is a reversal of
shadow
of
His wing."
the laws of natural life processes. God can and some
Discerning the purpose and value of prayer will
times does see fit to effect an instantaneous cure when
—H.
His cause will be furthered by so doing. We have the bring the answer. Try it.
right to ask but we must let the answer with Him. "Not
We appreciate the interest manifested for the welmine but thy. will be done."
fare of the Visitor as evidenced by the number of arThe basis of our faith rests upon the revelation of
ticles which have been forwarded to us lately.
God and not upon man's philosophy. Jesus taught as
We hope tbis is not just a "spring freshet" but it
to the privilege of prayer, what to pray for, and how to
shall
be a steady current even through the drought of
pray. If He the son of God needed to practice the prayer
summer.
life how much more do we have need of prayer.
Do not think your contribution is not appreciated if
An earthly father delights in having his son beit
does
not appear on these pages immediately, but constow confidence in him, much more so with our Heavenly
tinue
to
forward your articles as the Spirit may direct
Father. We can come to Him with all our needs, our sorand
inspire.
We enjoy having a reserve supply of orrows and desires. "Be careful for nothing, but in everyiginal
matter
from which to make up the pages of the
thing, by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving,
Visitor.
We
also wish to remind those who pledged
let your requests be made known unto God."
themselves to furnish a contribution article for the VisConsult God about everything. The little things as- itor during this year and have not yet fulfilled your
well as the big things. Go to Him with the cares, trials pledge, we are still counting on you.
and troubles of daily life, thus honor Him and be blessed
in spirit.
We wish to give credit to the writer of the article
A devout, discerning prayer life means a watchful
"Small
Things in the Christian Life" in January 21 numlife. 'Watch and pray lest ye enter into temptation." Were
ber.
The
name Sister Sadie Book, Kansas, was omitted
we to pray as much about getting into things as we pray
through
an
oversight.
to get out of them, how much more we would honor God
and be kept from the snares of the devil. We need to
watch for the Gibeonite's lest they beguile us into unThere is a day, how soon to come!
holy leagues of worldly entanglements.
When all the saints shall rise,
Triumphant, glorified, to meet
George Muller the Orphanage worker of Bristol,
Their Saviour in the skies.
England, was a man of implicit and practical faith in God.
When a desk chair for his wife in an ocean passage was
They wait for Him, for Him they long
not on hand as ordered thirty minutes before sailing time,
Great God, Thy Bride prepare,
he refused to purchase another. The chair arrived just
To sing her grand redemption song,
as the boat was ready to leave the dock, He took it
And meet Thee in the air!
—SeJ,

EDITORIAL
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CONTRIBUTIONS
THE PROPHET JEREMIAH
By A. C. Rosenberger
"Jeremiah" means—established by the "Lord" and
the book which bears his name, abounds in personal allusions. No other prophet in his character, is so fully
portrayed as Jeremiah. Ezekiel, Daniel, Habakkuk and
Zephaniah were his contemporaries. The study of this
prophet is deeply interesting.
Daniel was calm; studious and calculating. Isaiah
was a fiery, flaming evangelist, but no prophet had a disposition like Jeremiah. He is generally known as the
weeping prophet, that outburst in Lamentations (1-16)
shows how tender hearted he was; "For these things I
weep, mine eye, mine eye runneth down with water."
His tears flowed freely. In the presence of his Lord he
was prostrate and broken, trembling at His Word and
filled with Godly fear, but in the discharge of his duty
he was a man of great courage and the boldness of a lion.
His lot in life was one of great isolation. Ordered by the
Lord to remain unmarried (16-2) he did not have the
comforts of home and home life, no faithful wife to share
his sorrows and comfort him in reverse, nor the youthful frolicking and laughter of children to stimulate bouyancy of spirit, divinely forbidden to enter the house of
joy and feasting (16-8) his daily portion was reproach
and derision (20-8) for "the word of the Lord"; no getting away for a vacation or rest. He tried to get away
or stop delivering the Lord's message (20-9), but the
Word of the Lord was like fire in his bones, he could not
forbear, he had to speak.
He was betrayed by his own kindred (12:6) his own
family stirred up multitudes against him. No doubt this
was the hardest of all, sold by his own brethren. To be
misunderstood by strangers is tolerable, but to be dealt
with treacherously by ones own kindred will try the
stoutest heart. Paul in II Cor. 11 speaks of numbers of
tests and perils in his life. In this list he speaks of "perils
among false brethren." What a sentence—"false brethren."
In Chapter 11:21 we read that the citizens of his
home town Anathoth wanted to kill him, and then in the
early chapters of the book which bears his name we
read of the inner struggles of his life, the spiritual conflicts when everybody was against him, until in the bitterness of his spirit he spoke of himself as—a man of
contention to the whole earth (15:10) he spoke of the
money changers who exacted usury and lo they did not
fare like himself, he had defrauded no one, yet all cursed
him.
Under the depression of it all; doubts assailed him,
that he thought his work and calling was a delusion, and
that the Lord had deceived him. What struggles, like Job
he cursed the day of his birth (20:14) and felt that his
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only purpose in life was to be consumed with shame
(20:18.)
When the Chaldeans came upon Israel and the Lord
told him that Nebuchadnezzar was to receive the kingdom 37:6,'Jeremiah urged submission, false prophets
contradicted him and he was branded a traitor, when
the temple courts were filled with worshippers, Jeremiah
appeared and gave the message that Jerusalem would fall
and the temple share the fate of the tabernacle at Shiloh
26:6. Then the conflict began, priests, false prophets and
the people demanded his death. 26:8.
Under King Zedekiah his sufferings increased, his
conflicts with the false prophets continued until he was
called a madman 29:26, and urged his imprisonment;
next he appeared in the streets of Jerusalem with bonds
and yokes upon his neck 27:2 portraying the fate of
Judah. A false prophet broke the yoke and gave a lying message that the Chaldeans should be destroyed. On
the approach of the Egyptian army the Chaldeans fled,
thus it was claimed Jeremiah had lied. He sought to
escape, was discovered and branded a traitor 37:14 and
he was thrown into prison. Later he was again put into
prison by the princes,, and left to die there in the pit.
When the city fell Nebuchadnezzar protected him, 39:11
and after being carried away a captive as far as Ramah
he was set free, with the privilege of going to Babylon
or remain in the land. He chose the latter, but it was
not long until he was forced to emigrate to Egypt. The
last glimpse we have of his life is in the Tehpanes. Of
the details of his death we know nothing.
Jeremiah was surely a matt that hath seen afflictions Lam. 3:1. He saw the departure of his hopes of
national reformation and deliverance. One by one his
ambitions fell to the ground, constantly he is forced to
appear as prophet of evil, breaking the false hopes with
which the people were deluded, His message charges the
people with having forsaken Jehovah. The »ins of the
people are uncovered, sins of false worship, under false
prophets, other prophets, Samuel, Elisha and Isaiah were
sent to arouse the people to resistance and it is much easier to arouse people to resist then to submit, but Jeremiah was forced to the conclusion that the only safety
for his people was by accepting that which they think is
the worst. Were it not for his faith in God and the courage of his convictions and the hope of a better future for
Israel out of the chaos and darkness, his heart would
have failed within him, but that vision of a final restoration is clear and bright within him. In the midst of all
his judgments he has hopes and promises for his people.
In a bright sunset of prophecy he sees in spirit the sunrise of a brighter day. He sees that the hope of salvation
for his people, cannot be by a return to the old ordinances
divine though they had been. There must be a new Covenant. That word Jehovah, Zdidkenu—the Loi-d our
righteousness—Son of David and Israel's coming king,
the relations between man and God must rest, not on an
outward law, with obedience as the test, but on an inward fellowship with "Him" with faith and dependence
as a guide. The kingdom of heaven cannot be mani-.
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In the third chapter of first John we read, "Every
fesited, but through a perfect righteous man ruling over
men on earth. That man must be Christ the Jehovah man that hath this hope purifieth himself even as he is
pure." ihese worus reier u> tnose WHO oeiong to uiuist.
Zdidkenu—the Lord our Righteousness.
Thus in chapter 23 we find a great prophecy of re- Those who accept Christ, or come in touch with Him bestoration of the days when the righteous "branch" a come like Him. Any individual when spoken to about
king is to reign. Judah shall be saved and Israel dwell Christ will affirm that He is holy and will admit of a desire
safely. In chapter 20 and 31 we find the prophecy of the to be dike Him. We must not get the thought that we
New Covenant to be made with Judah and the house of can maite ourselves holy. It is our duty to place ourselves
on the altar; God will send the fire to burn the dross.
Israel, chapter 22 contains another restoration message.
The personal experience and sufferings of this Christ is our pattern. ''He was tempted in all points like
prophet are typical like the experiences of other men of as we are yet without sin." Since he kept pure amid
God in the Old Testament and afford a mine of wealth in temptation, he is able to help us when we are tempted.
spiritual lessons and truths. A few passages that make Again we hear Peter making a declaration about Christ's
Jeremiah a type of Christ, chap. 11:19; chap 13:17; chap. character, tor he said "Christ did no sin neither was guile
iound in his mouth:" His was the only sinless character.
20:10; chap. 26:11 to 15.
Lamentations with the deep emotions of sorrow and
False accusations were made against Christ, but
humiliation were produced by the spirit of God in the there was a sweetness which remained throughout his
heart of Jeremiah. Here is a great mine of comfort and life, .hven on tne cross He prayed for His persecutors.
spiritual instruction for all those who walk with God. DO we have that spirit?
Lamentations shows the fact that Jehovah has a loving
Jesus was not only the holy one but He was also the
and deep interest in the afflictions of his people through lovely one. It will be well to think for a few minutes of
which they pass on account of their sins. Jehovah loses the love He showed to his Father. A t the age of twelve
that which he smites and is obliged to smite that which He was aware of the fact that He had a mission to fulfill,
he loses. Here we see the soul exercise of God's people for he told his mother, "Wist ye not that I must be about
under chastisement until they cry out in the last chapter my Father's business?" Throughout his fife the cross
—T-"renew our days of old"—it is a source of great com- was continually before him. As he and his disciples were
fort to believers in Christ Jesus that He who has to chas- leaving the upper room, Jesus expressed a desire that His
ten his children is nevertheless moved with compassion in life might bear witness to the fact that he had been
their behalf. Yea, in their affliction He Himself is afflicted sent of God, He was sent to do the will of God; His father
and yearns over them. Now chastening for the present is and He did it perfectly and completely.
not pleasant but afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruits
In John 15:9 we read these words: "As the Father
of righteousness. For He chasteneth for our profit that hath loved me, so have I loved you. Continue ye in my
we might be partakers of bis holiness.
love." This was a manifestation of the Father's love for
the Son. It also expresses a desire of the Son, to return
THE CHARACTER OF CHRIST
that love as well as a command which takes in every
second and God-given power of ours. We should use them
Grantham Bible Conference Address by Eld. Wm. Asper, in, some, way that will manifest our love for the Father.
Reported by Anna McCulloh.
Jesus said, "If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide
in my love."
Think of th character of ^ h n - t . !lis was tr e most
Jesus as the only begotten Son of God had power to
holy of all characters. There are a number of quotations take glory but he did not. "He, being in the form of
in God's Word that tell of His holiness. Two of the strong- God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God: but
est are Mark 1:24 and Luke 4:34. These were given by made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the
one who was unsaved, by one who had no personal form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men."
knowledge of Jesus. This was the instance when Do we have any characters in the annals of history who
Christ was in the presence of a man with an unclean would have done thus?
spirit. He cried out "Let us alone; what have we to do
While on the cross praise was going forth that He
with thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth? art thou come to was worthy to fill the place God had given Him.
destroy us? I know thee who thou art, the Holy One of
This brings us to another characteristic, namely, his
God." Thia teaches us that it was not only those who be- love for humanity. He had an assurance in his heart
came acquainted with Him but also those who were not that his father loved him and he was desirous to show
acquainted recognized in him a holy character.
that love to others. Some people say that Jesus was a
In the third chapter of Acts we have the declaration common man but did we ever hear of a common man
Peter made concerning the character of Christ. "But ye laying down his life and taking it up again as Christ did?
denied the Holy One and the Just" was the accusation When Christ was surrounded by his enemies, he could
Peter brought against the enemies of Christ. These have had deliverance by angels but he chose to lay down
Scriptures and many others tell us that Jesus was abso- his life for us and it behooves us to give our whole life to
lutely holy and that He was pure, for the two go to- him. People fail to appreciate fully that which Christ
gether. We find that Christ was completely free from has accomplished.
defilement, for that is meant by the term holy.
The Psalmist said: "I delight to do thy will." WhiU
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Jesus sat by the well, he said to His disciples "My meat is
to do the will of him that sent me." His chief concern
was to complete the work His father had given him and
he went to the cross with the assurance that it was complete. His love to humanity concerns us more than his
love to his father. He admonishes us that we are to walk
in love. The world is looking to Christians to manifest
it and many times they fail to find it. Jesus loves us
with an everlasting love no matter how deep in sin one
goes, the love of God can reach him. His blood can
cleanse the vilest sinner and make him as pure as heaven.
"He that hath my commandments and keepeth them he it
is that loveth me." Here the Saviour gives a triplet; hath,
keepeth and loveth. The three go together.
In the temple Simeon had foretold the infant child's
work. Is it any wonder that the apostle wrote "Behold
what manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon us
that we might be called the sons of God. The love which
John speaks about is wonderful even greater than the
love of a mother for her babe. This love was so great
that it constrained him to leave his home in glory and
have nothing here. One time he said: "The foxes have
holes, the birds of the air have nests but the Son of man
hath no where to lay his head." Why did he do this? He
became poor that we might become rich. This love
should meet our hearts in gratitude and praise. "Greater
love hath no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends." Who are his friends? "Ye are
my friends if ye do whatsoever I have commanded you.
It takes away all license to do anything contrary to the
word.
A third phase is his love for souls. Again we look at
the picture at the well. Jesus was tired, weary, and alone.
The disciples had gone to buy food. Down the path came
a woman who forgot her nationality and began speaking
to a Jew. Jesus took the opportunity to teach the truths
of the kingdom. Then, later, on Jesus last trip to Jerusalem he looked over the city and wept because she had
rejected the precious opportunities that had been hers.
His passion for lost souls was intense, but he came to his
own and his own received him not.
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What God says about it: It is an abomination unto
Him. A list of seven things is written in Prov. 16:16-19
which the Lord hates. The first named is a proud look. A
proud look comes from a heart filled with pride. The
scripture further says in Prov. 8:13 (latter clause):
"pride and arrogancy, and the evil way, and the froward
mouth, do I hate."
Jesus classes pride among the list of evil things
which proceed from the heart of men and defile them.
The person who defiles the temple of God shall be
destroyed. (I Cor. 3:17). Some of the things which Jesus mentioned in Mark 7:21, 22 other than pride, which
defile men, many of us would never indulge in; yet in
God's sight pride is just as sinful as those, and will as
surely defile the temple as any other of the dozen sins
mentioned.
There are two kinds of pride, viz.: carnal and spiritual. Of the two kinds I believe the latter is the more
deadly. One is not surprised to find other fruit than
the works of the flesh in the life of the unregenerated
person; but what a pity to see the marks of pride manifesting themselves in the person who once knew the pardoning grace of God! These marks may be seen in different ways. A person on being saved as he walks on in
obedience to God, takes down the sign of pride. Whena business firm removes from one building to another,
one of the first changes that is made is a change in the
sign in the front of the place. If the place were formerly
occupied by a Dry Goods firm, and is so labeled, the
energetic grocer who moves into it will not be slow to
have a proper sign painted which tells the public that a
new occupant is in possession. Even so, a thoroughly
saved person exchanges his sign of pride for the clothing
of humility—both inward and outward. " 0 , " says someone: "Man looketh on the outward appearance, but the
Lord looketh on the heart." How many times this scripture is misconstructed! On the occasion that this scripture was used the Lord was speaking concerning the
physical appearance of the young David who was to be
Besides tiiose already mentioned^we see another c h a r - ^ ^ n o i n t e d k m g o f I s r a e i . We are not responsible for the
acteristic, that of prayerfulness. Twenty-five times in appearance of our physique as to whether it is beautiful
the New Testament is the word pray or prayer used in or otherwise, but we are responsible as to the manner we
connection with Christ. Many times before some great adorn it. The unnecessary adorning of the body is one of
task Jesus spent many hours in prayer. Luke tells us the marks of pride.
that just before choosing the twelve disciples, Christ
But there is a hidden pride, invisible to the eye of
spent the whole night in prayer. He felt that he needed
man;
but God who has eyes as a flame of fire can see to
wisdom! to choose the right men to perpetuate the work.
It was not a time to look on the outward appearance. the very depth of the heart and sees the secret pride
Mark tells us that before Christ's tour through Galilee he which may be lurking there. There is family pride—
rose early to pray. If Christ needed to pray so much, how pride of name, race or nationality. That thing of esmuch more do we need to pray before we enter into any teeming ourselves better than others, which is just contrary to God's command, is one form of pride.
work.
We have considered the characteristics of holiness,
love for the Father, love for humanity, love for souls,
and prayf ulness. There are many others such as humility and meekness but we trust this will lead us to study
Ma character and may God bless it to our good.

Then there is pride of position in life, or inherited
wealth. Even if gained by our own efforts we have no
right to be proud of wealth, much less that for which we
have bestowed no labor.
It s h o u l d be consecrated to God and used as He directs'in His' cause, with
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the feeling that we are but stewards of His, or channels think of the words of the poet; "Where every prospect
pleases, and only man is. vile." And also the words of the
through which blessings may flow to a needy world.
Often parents are proud of the accomplishments of Psalmist, "What is man, that thou art mindful of him?
their children, and boast about them. If they are well and the son of man, that thou visitest him?"
equipped for life's battle it is something to be thankful
Yet in spite of the vileness of man, notwithstanding
for, but not to boast about.
his unworthiness to be redeemed, our loving, merciful
Some men take great pride in houses, lands, horses Heavenly Father has taken pity on His fallen estate and
or cattle, forgetting who is the giver and that with one has condescended to send His very best from heaven to
stroke of His almighty hand all could be swept away.
earth to redeem man. At this Christmas season as we
Wherever it is found and no matter of what sort again remember the birth of our precious Saviour, it
it is, pride is sin. God makes no distinction or degrees of seems to me I love Him better than ever before.
allowances as to whether it is found in the unregenerate
As I realize how much it cost to redeem me, I desire
heart or in the heart of one of His children. Reader, if to keep fully yielded to Christ for service, and to maniafter conversion you are troubled with pride, you had fest His Spirit of "faith, hope, and charity," as I go in
better go to the fountain again and receive the double and out among this benighted people for whom Christ
cure for it. It may be your destruction and downfall died.
(Prov. 16:18) if allowed to remain in the heart.
Yours in His joyful service,
When Saul ceased to be little in his own sight he was
SADD3 BOOK.
deposed from the throne of Israel. God's rule works the
same way today. Alas, too few are little enough to be
used greatly in the vineyard of the Lord for a great
THAT YE MAY BEAR MUCH FRUIT"
length of time! When we forget that without Him we
can do nothing and take glory to ourselves, then comes Grantham Bible Conference Address by Eld. C. N. Hosthe crash which means that our usefulness for God is
tetter, Jr., reported by Martha M. Stoner.
practically gone.
Beloved, let us watch and pray lest we enter into
The subject of fruit bearing in the Christian life may
temptation.
ANNA KRAYBILL.
be considered under four heads: the essentials of fruitbearing, the purpose of fruitbearing, the nature of the
FAITH, HOPE AND CHARITY
fruit, and some special preparations for fruitbearing.
The essentials for fruitbearing are that we be
This morning while surrounded by beautiful nagrafted
into Christ, that we be pruned, and that we abide
ture, I felt impressed to write a few lines for the "Visitor." The scene of my writing is the Mayezane School in Him. There is no fruit until we are grafted into the
which is about fifteen miles from the Mtshaibezi Mission. living vine and there is little fruit until we have been
I came here yesterday to conduct the Sunday services pruned that we "may bear more fruit." Our abiding in
and am staying until tomorrow for a Christmas service. Christ depends upon our obedience to Him. Our lives must
At present we have no native teacher to fill this place so be yielded completely to Him so that He may have His
perfect way.
the missionaries from Mtsbabezi are holding the post.
The purpose of fruitbearing is to glorify God. An
There were one thousand three natives present yesapple
on exhibition is not a credit to the tree that bore it
terday, and seven children came forward for prayer at
the close of the preaching service. Some of these had but to the man who cared for the tree. Just so our
never made a beginning before to follow Christ. We fruit is no credit to ourselves, but to the God who made
crave an interest in your prayers for them that they may fruitbearing possible.
ever go forward. While there is a great falling away
The most important kind of fruit is the fruit of
among many of the older Christians, we trust that the character. The world does not care so much about what
ranks may be filled by younger ones coming on.
we do as what we are. The fruits of character are
Yet we must not neglect to pray for the fallen ones. found in Galatians 5:22-23. The first three, love, joy,
As I write, I can see three small mountains a short dis- peace, show our relation or attitude toward God. The love
tance away. They are almost uniform in size standing that is a fruit of the Spirit reaches beyond a limited cirside by side. One of the missionaries has named them, cle of friends out to the poor and despised of the earth.
"Faith, Hope, and Charity." During the evil times In True love is manifested in one's willingness to sacrifice
which we are living we need "faith" to surmount every his life for another. Joy and peace can be found only in
obstacle; 4%ope" which sees victory ahead and buoys our Christ. Charitable work will never bring peace to the
spirits on; and "charity" which never faileth. Thanks be soul without a loving knowledge of Jesus. Longsufferto God who is Omnipotent and holdeth all things in His ing, gentleness and goodness are fruits of character manihand! He has certainly given us a beautiful world in fested by the Christian toward others. Patience and kindwhich to live. Clear, pure air after recent showers; fresh, ness are worth more than gifts of monetary value.
green grass and trees sparkling in the sunlight after a "Faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence
heavy dew; the singing of birds, bleating of sheep, and of things not seen," "Meekness is strength restrained
lowing of cattle all add to the pleasure of the scene. I
(Concluded on page 13.)
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Miller, 613 4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Boston Mission, in charge of V. S. Bilezikian, 613
Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld.
and Sr. Earl Bossart.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi P. and
Lizzie M. Sheetz, Howard, Pa.
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Sarah Bert and workers.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
W. H . and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194 14th St., in charge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of J . H . and Barbara
Martin and workers, 47 Caroline Street. •
Philadelphia Mission, in charge of Bish. Wilbur Snider
and wife, 3423 N o r th 2nd Street.
San Francisco Mission, 3739 20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in
charge of L. B. Schell and wife.
ORPHANAGES
Messiah Orphanage,
Grantham, Pa., in charge of
Annie Witmer and Emanuel Haas and wife.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., temporarily in
charge of H. E, Horst and wife.
Aft. Carmel Home,
Morrison, 111., in charge of
Sr. Katie Bollinger and Harvey W. Hoke and wife.

Marriages
WITTENMYER-LYNCH
Oliver Dohner Wittenmyer and Dorothy M. Lynch both of
Sanatoga, Pa., were married January 18, 1924 by Bishop Jacob K.
Bowers a t the home of the officiating minister. The groom is a son
of Bro. and Sr. Dohner both of whom died in Africa.

Obituaries
IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Lydia Hoover who passed away November 19, 1923.
I have tender recollections
That I cherish every day,
The remembrance of a mother
Who has lately passed away.
No one knows how much we miss her;
None can tell the bitter pain
We have suffered since she left u s ;
Home has never been the same.
When the pearly gates were opened
And a gentle voice said, "Come,"
She, with farewell word unspoken,
Entered her eternal home.
There at last the Master called her,
Now with us she dwells no more
But we hope some day to meet her
Over on the golden shore.
Still her smile I well remember
And the lessons taught to me,
With the prayer I learned to whisper
As I knelt a t mother's knee.
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OLD P E O P L E S ' HOME
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and Lottie
Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
NAMES

AND
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AFRICA

MISSIONARIES

Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. John
A. Clionenhaga, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Matopo Mission,
Bulawayo, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Elder Henry H.
Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie Doner, Miss Mary Heisey,
Miss Sadie Book, Miss Annie Winger, Mtshabezi
Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, South Africa;
Elder and Mrs. H . J . Frey, P . 0 . Box 5, Bulawayo,
South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J . L. Myers, Elder and Mrs. Roy
H . Mann, Miss Lila Coon, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Beulah Musser,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
INDIA

Rev. and Mrs. H . L. Smith, Miss Effie Rohrer, Miss
EUa Gayman, Saharsa, B. & N; Wn. By., India. mRev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Miss Anna Steckley,
Supaul, B. & N . Wn. By., India.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Heise, Dauram, Madapura, B.
& N. Wn. Ry„ India.
Brethren in Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven,
Darjeeling, D. & H. Ry„ India. HOME ON FURLOUGH

Eld. A. C. Winger, Upland, C a t
Cora Alvis, Geary, Okla., Box 15.
Bish. and Sr. H . P . Steigerwald, Pavonia, Ohio.
Miss Hannah Baker, Stayner, Ontario.
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Grantham, P a .
Ruth E. Byer, 704 E. 9th St., Upland, Cal.
TREASURERS O F T H E D I F F E R E N T BOARDS
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia, P a .
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, P a .
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D, R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, P a .
Publication
Board—Jesse
Culp, Goshen, Indiana,
R. R. 6.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kans.

Reader, life is so uncertain,
Death is nearing andi we know
After death there comes the judgment.
Are you ready now to go?
—The daughter, Mrs. Frederick Cole. Prepared by Hettie L.
Weaver, Nanticoke, Ont.

**

**

**

**

POWERS—Sarah Haldeman-Powers, daughter of Jacob E. and
Sarah Haldeman, was born at Trappe, Pa., December 5, 1860, and
died January 10, 1924, a t her home in Ponca City, aged 63 years.
She confessed her faith in Christ and united with the Brethren in
Christ Church when fourteen years old, living a consistent Christian life to the time of her death.
She spent the early years of her life in Pennsylvania and came
to Kansas with her parents in 1880 where she resided until 1904
when she moved to Oklahoma. She was married to William Powers
at Ponca City in 1908. She is survived by her husband, father,
two brothers and four sisters, her mother and three 6isters, being
deceased. She was a faithful wife, a good neighbor and friend and
was loved by all who knew her.
-—=^_
•
**
**
**
*#
BOOK—Sister Mary Book, wife of Bro. John Book was born
May 19,. 1848 and died January 19, 1924; age 75 years, 8 months.
She leaves to mourn her loss her husband and two sons and
also these brothers and sisters: Susan Barr, Henry Engle, Elizabeth Zook, Martha Brant, Hanna Brechbill, Isaiah Engle, S. G.
Engle and Ada Taylor.
This family of nine children until the death of Mary, average
age was 68 years. The funeral was held a t Mellingers Mennonite
Church, Lancaster Co., Pa., conducted by N. Z. Hess and John
Moseman. Text: Titus 2:13-14.
**
**
**
•*

IN MEMORY OF THE LATE ELDER PETER COBER
who departed this life November 19, 1883, aged 83 years.
NOTE:—These verses convey a message and exhortation,
worthy example to all ministers.—(Ed.)
Our Elder Cober is no more,
He's gone to those who've gone before
And sad his absence is,
No more we can his counsel have,
No more the good advice he gave,
His tender care we misi.
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A brother who was always dear,
Now when we meet does not appear
Then vacant is his place
With us his absence causes pain,
To look for him is now in vain
No more we see his face.

Mother, thou hast left us lonely,
Sorrow fills our hearts today;
But beyond this vale of sorrow
Tears will all be wiped away.
»*
**
**
**
LOUGHMAN—Sarah Jane Loughman, youngest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Loughman was born February 9, 1919, in
Miami Co., Ohio. She was1 kind and affectionate, but her stay with
us was brief. She being sick for a period of eight weeks bore
her suffering patiently. A short time before the end came she
called her parents, and as the family had gathered around her
bedside, she soon departed this' life on! February 7, 1924, reaching
the age of 4 years, 11 months and 28 days. A father and
mother, three sisters, Glenna, Mary and Treva; also four brothers
John, Chester, Raymond and Carl, also two grandfathers, one
grandmother and many friends mourn the loss of a loved one who
will be missed, but we know our loss will be| her eternal gain. Her
randmother sister Loughman preceded her to the spirit world
ut about three weeks ago, and on the day of Sarah's birthday we
hud her body to rest with mother earth. Funeral services were
held in the Highland church near West Milton, Ohio, on February
9, 1824, conducted by Elders Clayton M. Engle and Edward Engle
with interment in the Fairview cemetery near Englewood, Ohio.
**
**
**
**

He journeyed much by wet and dry,
Unwearied souls to gain would try
No hardships did he shun,
He dreaded neither cold or snow,
A will to serve would always show,
Nor boast of what he'd done.
He preached sound and simple trutn,
Appliable to age and youth,
But kept in low esteem,
Allowed no selfish thoughts to rise,
Humility would exercise
Pride found no room in him.

g

\

No service money he demands,
But labored hard with his own hands,
When he was at his home,
And by his labors could afford
Himself and family to support,
Need not be burdensome.
And he collections none did make,
No pay for sermons would he take,
It was not what he sought
His office it impressed him deep,
Aware he had a charge to keep,
With fervor he then taught.
In self-denial he did walk,
Would weigh his words in all his talk
He thought before he spoke
A good example he did set,
His care for all the church was great,
To build what pains he took.
We hope his toils will be well spent,
And he will king and priest be made
With angels reign above,
Tho many sighs and tears it cost,
His labor it will not be lost
He'll reap the fruit thereof.
i

Composed by the late Christian Heise of Gormley, Ont., sent
in by on© of the grandchildren.

HURST—Bro. Amos Hurst died at his home in Mechanicsburg, Pa., February 2, 1924; aged 75 years and 26 days. He was
married in 1869 to Rebecca Jane Sadler who preceded him about
five years ago. To this union were born nine children. One
daughter, Mrs. Elsie Cook also died about six years a g o ; three
children died in infancy. The surviving children are: Mrs. Clara
Nauss of Camp Hill; Mrs. Fannie La wall, Nescopec, Pa.; Harvey L.
and Jacob S. of Calif., and Geo. E. of Mechanicsburg, Pa. He was
again married November 27, 1922 to Mary A. Bowers of Mechanicsburg, Pa., who also survives him. He was a member of the_^
Brethren in Christ Church for some thirty years; also served
the office of Deacon for a number of years. His sickness was but
a few weeks duration. He will be missed in the church and community, but we hope our loss is his gain. Funeral services were
held February 6 in the Brethren in Christ Church, conducted by
Bish. Jno. B. Neisley and Eld. Geo. Detwiler, assisted by the
home brethren. Text: II Cor. 5:1-4. Interment in cemetery
nearby.
**
**
*•
**
SNAVELY—Sr. Sallie, the wife of Bro. Harry B. Snavely, of
near Campbelltown, Pa., passed to her eternal reward on the
evening of January 28, 1924, aged 37 years, 7 months and 7 days.
She was a victim of pneumonia. Sr. Snavely was a daughter of
the late Bro. Uriah Bross, of Mt. Zion, Pa. She was converted
about eleven years ago and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church where she remained a faithful member unto the end.
Besides a sorrowing husband, she is survived by four sons and
two daughters, all at home; also her aged mother and three
brothers and three sisters. Funeral services were held a t the
United Zion's church near Annville, and were conducted by
Elders H. M.: Hostetter and H. K. Kreider, assisted by Eld. H. G.
Light of the United Zion's Church. Interment in the adjoining
cemetery.
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HEISEY—Sister Amanda, wife of Bro. Cyrus Heisey of near
Mt. Joy, Rapho Dist., Lancaster Co., Pa., was born April 13th, 1858,
died February 10, 1924, aged) 65 years, 9 months and 27 days. She
died a t the St. Joseph's hospital, after an operation for gall stone.
She was a member of the Brethren in Christ church. She leaves
to mourn their loss, her husband and two sons, one daughter, one
brother, and three sisters. Her funeral was held at Mt. Pleasant
church. Interment in the adjoining cemetery. Services were conducted by Elders Allen Brubaker, Jacob Ginder and Bish. H. B.
Hoffer. Text: Job 5:6-8.
«*
**
**
**
SHOPE—Mrs. Leah Shope died a t the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Alven Brensor, Middletown, Pa., on January 11, 1924, aged
81 years and 25 days. Mrs. Shope was the widow of Daniel Shope,
who preceded her in death thirty-four years ago. She was the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Peter Landis, of Lancaster
Co., and was the last surviving member of the family. Death was
due to pneumonia after an illness of a few days. Mrs. Shope lived
practically all of her life in Dauphin Co., and was a member of the
Brethren in Christ Church for a number of years. She is survived
by two sons, one daughter, eight grandchildren and ten great
grandchildren. Funeral services were held at the Mennonite
church Highshire, Pa., and were conducted by Eld. Samuel Brehm,
and Rev. David Miller of the Mennonite churcn. Interment in
adjoining cemetery.

GOD'S PRISON
Matt. 5:21-27
I tell you that every man quarreling with his brother
will be liable to punishment, and if he should call his
brother 'Scoundrel' he will be liable to the High Court of
Justice; and whosoever shall call his brother 'Rebel' will
be liable to the branding by fire. Therefore, even if you
have carried your offering up to the altar and you should
there discover that your brother has suffered any wrong
by you, leave your offering even before the altar, and
go away; first be reconciled to your brother and then
returning, present your offering.
Make friends with your accuser quickly, even while
you are in his company; for your accuser may drag you
before the judge, and the judge may hand you over to
the officer, and he in turn may take you to prison. I tell
you indeed that you will not depart until you have repaid
the very last farthing.
—Fenton's Testament.
I wonder how many Church members are aware of
this prison and punishment.
A. E. Good.
Man's wrath, when hottest, is but a temperate climate to the wrath of the living Gbd.—William Gurnall.
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REPORTS
NEWS NOTES
Miami District—Ohio—Pleasant Hill Church
Bro. and Sr. Steigerwald gave us interesting missionary talks
on Tuesday evening, January 22, 1924.
We were permitted to have one more revival at this place
which began January 23, 1924. Eld. Clayton Engle of Hummelstown, Pa., came to us after the revival a t Highland.
We thank God for the definite work which was done, but
we see so many more souls who should be won for Him. Conviction
was on the people and the attendance was good nearly every
evening. One man who had put off the salvation of his soul for
quite a few years yielded during the meetings and was saved.
Quite a few children were saved and others received, definite help.
The saints were encouraged to press the battle on till God says,
"It is enough, come up higher." May the Lord bless and encourage
Bro. Engle as he leaves us for his home.
Pray for the saints a t this place;, and for the souls who have
been stifling conviction that they may yield to Him before it is too
late.
—Elizabeth Thuma, Cor.
CLARENCE CENTER, N. Y.
A series of revival services were held at this place beginning
January 6 and ended January 27, conducted by Bro. Jessie Steckley
of Markham, Out.
Bro. Steckley came to us filled with the Holy Spirit and was
used of God in dealing out His Word in a convincing way. Some
renewed their covenant with God while others were made to see
greater privileges in the Master's service and our little band was
much encouraged by his fellowship and the truth of God's Holy
Word.
While it seems almost impossible to reach the unsaved in
these last days, yet it is encouraging to know that God keeps His
hand over His little ones, and Eternity will only reveal the true
results of the seed sown here.
May the Lord abundantly bless Bro. Steckley for a young life
devoted in proclaiming the Gospel.
—Cor.
A TESTIMONY
"Then they that feared the Lord spake often one to another,
and the Lord hearkened and heard1 it and a book of remembrance
was written before him for them that feared the Lord, and that
thought upon his name. And they shall be mine saith the
Lord of hosts in that day when I make up my jewels." Mai. 3:16-17.
My soul greatly delights! to hear of the great things God has
done for others, so I also will/ speak a word of praise for Him.
I was truly converted twenty years ago, by reading a book
entitled "Mr. World and Miss Churchmember." I had not the least
idea what the result would be when I began reading the book,
but when I came to the end of the last chapter and saw how the
devil and his imps took hold of them and pushed them into the
black river of death, the Lord showed me my own lost condition
as never before, and I fell down before God and cried for mercy,
and He heard and saved me that moment. Praise His name. I had
very little teaching in the Scriptures, but I began to walk in the
light in true obedience to God and began to search His Word for
more light, and as soon as I had an opportunity I confessed Christ
openly and was baptised My brother lent me a Holiness paper
and I learned about Sanctification but didn't' fully understand^ its
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meaning, but really thought I had received that Grace. But later
as trials and difficulties arose I gradually lost out in my experience hardly knowing how. But I thank God that He kept His hand
upon me and brought me back unto Himself again. Years later 1
came in contact with people who teach a full Salvation and Sanctification as a definite work of grace, and the Lord showed me tihat
I had backslidden, so I confessed my sins in true repentance and He
forgave and restored to me the joys of His Salvation which I had
lost. Now this time again I thought the Lord had Sanctified me
but when I'd hear others speak of a crucifixion and a death, the
fire falling, etc., I would think I have no experience like that.
Nearly a year later the Lord wonderfully healed my body and
greatly blessed my soul. Some time after that I read a little book
written by Bro. Shellhamer on Popular and Radical Holiness contrasted and as I studied it carefully found that I had only been reinstated and needed the grace of cleansing completed. I became
alarmedj and began to seek it with all my heart and as there was
no one here who could help me much as the church leaders and
workers couldn't understand what more I was seeking, so I kept on
seeking, and confessing to God the presence of carnality and the
trouble it was causing, many times He would wonderfully bless me
and give me victory, yet I was conscious of the carnal stirrings
within which before time I would think were only temptations from
the devil. After a time the Lord met me in a wonderful way and
delivered, me. It was a real death indeed, as I felt the Lord had
forsaken me and turned His face away, and I fell over helpless
as one without strength, then such a peace and quietness filled my
soul which words cannot describe. I just had to stop and wonder,
is this really the blessing which I had been seeking? I t came in
such a different way from which I was expecting it (as they always
do), and I shall praise Him forever for His wonderful Salvation to
me in time of trial and distress. I am determined by His grace
me in time of trail and distress. I am determined by His grace
to hold out to the end.
Mrs. Harvey Miller, Wellman, Iowa.
ROSEBANK CHURCH, RAMONA, KANSAS
We were glad for the privilege of having Bro. D. F. Shirk,
president of the Kansas' Children Home Finding Society, Topeka,
Kansas, with us recently. He gave an interesting and inspiring
talk in the Sunday evening service.
The Rosebank Sewing Circle met this month with Sr. Jennie
Hostetter. Several quilts and comforters were made for an
orphanage. We hope to continue these meetings and do sewing
for other needy places.
Sisters Grace Book and Martha Kaufman held their missionary meeting here Sunday evening. A liberal offering was received. Our prayers and best wishes go with them as they go
forth into their work.
Altho quite a few of our members have recently moved away
we are glad for the interest shown in the Sunday School and other
church services.—Cor.
TESTIMONY
Dear Ones in Christ:
Greeting in the precious name of Jesus, and with Psalms 7:1.
O Lord my God in thee do I put my trust.
This evening I felt impressed to write a few lines for the
Visitor again. I praise the Lord for His goodness and longsufferings with us. I thank Him for the way He shows His mercy
to us poor and unworthy creatures. We are having revival
meetings at present at the mission. We have with us Bro. W.
Myers from Ohio who by God's help is faithfully bringing the message to us night after n i g h t Pray that the Lord will have His
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way in these meetings, and that many unsaved will come in, and
be convicted, and cry out like the jailer of old, "What must I do to
be saved?" Oh! these are trying and testing times. Satan has many
pitfalls around to entrap our feet. Oh! how we need to watch and
pray that we enter not into temptation. I thank the Lord that He
does not get tired of our oft coming unto Him but He is always
ready and willing to answer our prayers. Oh how it grieves our
hearts to see the wickedness abounding on every hand. How much
more must it grieve our Heavenly Father. The hearts of many
are so cold and indifferent. They care not for God's Word or the
dhurch at all. How thankful we can be that we have a home
prepared for us, where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt and
where thieves do not break through and steal. How precious and
glorious it must be.
I thank the Lord for the vision He gave me the other night
while meditating on His word. It brought such a burden for lost
souls which I had never experienced before. Oh how I thank the
Lord for the call He gave me. I am ready to go or stay, according
to His will. Let us watch and pray, in these last days for the end
is soon coming. We know not when, but His Word says in the
winking of, an eye. Let us, be ready for the call, when He saith
come .up higher.
Your sister in Christ,
MARGARET EVA EHLERS.
I POUR CONTEMPT ON ALL MY PRIDE
The life and death of our Lord Jesus Christ are a standing
rebuke to every form of pride to which we are subject.
Pride of birth and rank—"Is not this the Carpenter's Son?"
Matt. 13:55.
- Pride of wealth—"The Son of man hath not where to lay His
head." Matt. 8:20.
Pride of respectibility—"Can any good thing come out of
Nazareth?" "He shall be called a Nazarene." Jno. 1:46—Matt.
2:23.
Pride of personal appearance—"He hath no form nor comeliness." Isa. 53:2.
Pride of reputation—"Behold a man gluttonous and a wine
bibber, a friend of publicans and sinners." Matt. 11:19.
Pride of independence—"Many others who ministered to him
of their substance." Luke 8:3.
Pride of learning—"How knoweth this man letters, having
never learned?" Jno. 7:15.
Pride of superiority—"I am among you as he that serveth."
"He humbled Himself." "Made a curse for us." Luke 22:27—
Phil. 2:8.
Pride of success—"He came unto His own, and His own received Him not." "Neither did His brethren believe on Him." "He^
was despised and rejected of men." Jno. 1:11; 7:5; Isa. 53:3.
Pride of self-reliance—"He went down to Nazareth, and was
subject unto them." Luke 2:51.
Pride of ability—"I can of mine own self do nothing."
Jno. 5:30.
Pride of self-will—"I seek not mine own will, but the will of
Him that) sent me." Jno. 5:30.
Pride of intellect—"As my Father hath taught me, I speak
these things." Jno. 8:28.
Pride of party—"Forbid him not, for he that is not against
us is for us." Mark 9:40.
Pride of resentment—"Father, forgive them; for they know
not what they do." Luke 23:34.
Pride of reserve—"My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto
death; tarry ye here, and watch with me." "The Son of man
must suffer many things and be rejected." Matt. 26:38; Mark 8:31.
Pride of sanctity—"This man receiveth sinners, and eateth
with them." Luke 15:2; Mark 2:16.
"Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus."
PhiL 2:5.
—Selected by Alvah Wingert.
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THE LORD'S PRAYER.
Thou to the Mercy Seat our souls dost gather.
To do our duty unto Thee—OUR FATHER,
To whom all praise, all honor should be given,
For Thou ar t the Great God—WHICH ART IN HEAVEN,
Thou, by Thy wisdom, rul'st the World's wide frame;
Forever, therefore—HALLOWED BE THY NAME;
Let nevermore delays divide us from Thy glorious grace, but
let—THY KINGDOM COME;
let thy commands opposed be by none
But Thy good pleasure and—THY WILL BE DONE
And let our promptness to obey be even
The very same—ONE EARTH, AS 'TIS IN HEAVEN.
Then, for our souls, 0 Lord, we also pray,
Thou wouldst be pleased to—GIVE US THIS DAY
The food of life, wherewith our souls are fed.
Sufficient raiment and—OUR DAILY BREAD;
With every needful thing do Thou relieve us,
And of Thy mercy, pity—AND FORGIVE US
All our misdeeds in Him whom Thou dost please
To make an offering for—OUR TRESPASSES,
And, forasmuch, O Lord, as we believe
That Thou will pardon us—AS WE FORGIVE
Let that love teach, wherewith thou dost acquaint us,
To pardon all—THOSE WHO TRESPASS AGAINST US.
And though, sometimes, Thou findst we have forgot
This love for Thee, yet help—AND LEAD US NOT
Through soul and body's want, to desperation,
Nor let earth's gain drive us—INTO TEMPTATION,
Let not the soul of any true believer Fall in time of trial—
BUT DELIVER
Yea, save us from the malice of the devil,
And, both in life and death, keep—US FROM EVIL;
Thus, pray we, Lord, for that of Thee, from whom
This may be had—FOR THINE IS THE KINGDOM,
This world is of Thy work its wond'rous story
To Thee belongs—THE POWER, AND THE GLORY.
And all Thy wonderous works have ended never,
But will remain forever and—FOREVER.
Thus, we poor creatures would confess again,
And thus would say eternally—AMEN.
(Sel. from Vindication by Alvah Wingert.)

WHAT IS THAT TO THEE.
Peter—Saith to Jesus Lord and what shall this man do?
Jesus saith unto him . . . what is that to thee, follow thou me.
John 21:21-22.
There is a natural tendency in human nature to interfere
in matters which are not our business and even to venture upon
the judgment seat.
Our Lord emphatically warned men that they must not suppose that some terrible disaster was a proof of special guilt. Pilate
bad slain a number of men who were offering sacrifice that was no
sign that they were especially sinful. A tower fell on eighteen
people and killed them. "Think ye," asked our Lord, "that they
were sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem, I tell you
Nay; But except ye repent ye shall all likewise perish." A man
hung in dying agony upon a cross, with a robber on each side
of Him. They were suffering the same penalty, but that was no
proof of their likeness in spirit. Those who judged by appearances
were convinced tihat one who was apparently forsaken by God
could not be His beloved Son. Those who loved Him thought He
had; failed in His great life work: yet through nineteen centuries
men have hailed Him as Victor and Saviour.
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We speak of the glory of the cross and sing:
In the cross of Christ I glory
Towering o'er the wrecks of time
All the light of sacred story
Gathered 'round its head sublime.
But—if we had been there on the first good Friday—we
should have seen shame rather than glory. It is not safe for us to
judge. The men we admire may be far from admirable and the
people we look down upon as of little worth may be winning the
great—well done.
We are seldom content to mind our own business, some will
even dare to assert that a neighbor—whose opinions about religion are unorthodox—will be shut out of heaven. When some
one asked our Lord the direct question (very common question
still) Lord are there few that be saved, He quietly ignored the
impertinent desire to pry into the concerns of others and turned
around on the questioner with a demand that he should attend to
his own business. Strive to enter in a t the strait gate for many
I say unto you will seek to enter in and shall not be able. He
said, "Our business is not to question whether this person or
that is walking along the narrow way of life, but rather to strive
to walk in that way ourselves." The secret of another life is
known to God and to Himself. If we try to guess about it and
draw conclusions by appearances we are certain to make mistakes.
If we say, "Lord, what will become of this man who seems to
be living a godless life?" We may expect the answser: "What is
that to thee? "Follow (thou me." We must take the beam out of
our own eye before we can see clearly to take the mote out of a
brother's eye. We have no right to judge a fellow sinner, that is
God's prerogative. When Christ declared that the judgment of all
men was committed to Him He was claiming to be divine. Perhaps
you have been cherishing a grudge against someone, you dare not
draw near to God in the Lord's Supper until you have prayed
and fought against the ill-will in your own heart. You know
you ought to forgive, you know that one who professes to be
following Christ must strive to obey His command to love—yes
even love enemies; yet it may be you are trying to justify yourself by making the common excuse.
He (or she) professes to be a Christian and goes regularly to
church and the Lord's Supper, yet is behaving deceitfully and dishonorably. But after all the conduct of that person who has offended me is a matter between himself and his God. If I try to
excuse my own uncharitableness by the statement that some other
professing Christian is not behaving rightly, the answer of the
Master is: "What is that to thee, follow tfhou! Me."
Many people refuse to obey the command of our Lord. "This do
in remembrance of me." Luke 22:19. The excess they make is that
someone else is a communicant and is not living as a Christian
should. Dare we offer such an excuse to the Master we profess to
serve ? Our business is no* to sit in judgment upon our neighbor,
saying that he is not following Christ, but we are called to obey
Christ and follow in His steps ourselves. If we love anyone we
are ready to make every allowance for him. We do not judge
his faults sternly and we are quick to see and admire (his virtue.
But, if we dislike him we will scarcely allow that he has any good
points. We think about his faults (perhaps talk about them too)
until our opinion of him is desperately one-sided. If a man has
six faults and six virtues and we only consider his faults then we
are not being fai^ and true and just. While we are blaming him
(perhaps for untruthfulness and dishonesty) he might very justly
be blaming us for the very same sins. St. Paul warned men that it
was possible for people to loudly declaim against theft, while they
were secretly dishonest and to be very fierce against impurity (in
words) while (in thought and even in deed) they were breaking
the seventh commandment themselves. There is an old saying: "Set
a thief to catch a thief." If so you have no belief in the honesty of
other people that is no proof that you are honest yourself—rather
the opposite.
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Prof. Peabody says: "The snob thinks all the world is vulgar
and is stating clearly that he is a snob himself." A man looks confidently for highmlndedness, purity, kindness, honor, he may be
often deceived* but a t least he makes it clear that he is a gentleman himself. Through our judgment of others we are judged; it
is measured to us again.
Let us try to remember that the person we are despising, or
judging harshly is very dear to the Father, He is patiently teaching and training that wayward brother of ours, as He i9 patiently
forgiving and helping us in our strength after holiness. Our unforgiveness (if we are cherishing a grudge) is not only hindering our
own spiritual growth, but it is injuring other souls as well. There
is nothing more unChristlike than a grudging, loveless spirit. If
the quality of mercy blesses both him that gives and him that
takes; the opposite spirit does harm and nothing but harm. If we
nurse a viper we must expect to be stung. One who cherishes a
grudge against anyone is poisoning his own peace and joy. Revenge
is a boomerang which hits hardest the one who sends it out to
injure another.
But what if grudge against another man be cherished secretly ?
If we do not say a Word against him nor do anything to injure
him, surely we cannot be blamed.
Read the story of the unmerciful servant: ( S t Matt. 18:23-35)
and see what our heavenly father thinks of us unless we "from
our hearts" forgive everyone his brother their trespasses.
The story of the first disobedience which drove Adam and
Eve out of the' garden of Eden, shows how ready we are to throw
the blame of our wrong doings on otihers. Adam threw the blame
on Eve and Eve said it was the serpent's fault. It was true
enough t h a t the serpent tempted Eve, yet that fact was no excuse
for Eve. Adam might be unmanly enough to blame his wife for
his own act of disobedience, but that did not clear himself. All
down the ages men have made,excuses for their own sins and now
we are told sin is hereditary or the result of environment or evil
teaching. There may be much in that—God only can weigh and
judge and make allowance fairly and justly, and we can trust the
Divine Judge to make every possible allowance and excuse for he
is love. Let us leave the sins of others for Him to Judge. Our
business is with our own. Are we so/ blameless that we have the
right to sit in judgment on our fellows, if they have sinned, so have
I, perhaps while I am indignantly blaming them God is judging me
for my uncharitable spirit. The Pharisees looked down contemptuously on publicans and sinners and this loveless attitude was
sternly condemned by our Lord.
Of course St. Peter was not finding fault with his friends when
he ask curiously: "What shall this man do?" Nevertheless he was
warned not to meddle, buti to attend to his own business. God has
secret dealings with each soul.
It is but for myself I know: "How can I tell what he is saying
to you,i but it is a joy to know that as he speaks) to me so He is
niiiSt certainly speaking to you also. Each soul is His and each
soul is very precious in His sight. Shall we venture to bear a
grudge against someone who is loved by our Master. We must
forgive before we can seek forgiveness for ourselves. Why not do
it now before we have wasted any more of our precious time on
earth. Someone has quaintly remarked: "Every day is taking one
more bite out of the apple before you give it up." Don't offer the
bare core to the Lord. He won't take it.
—Selected by Sister Sheffer, Stayner, Ont.
TESTIMONY
In musing1 over "A singular death" in the Visitor of January
7; I was impressed with the thought of the importance of making the preparation to meet God, early in life. I was made to feel
sad] as I read this over and I thought how awful it must be to
meet God unprepared, we hear of so many sudden deaths which
should be a warning to all to! be ready. Some; may think if they
have just time enough to call upon God before they diedj it is ail
they need, but some do not even have that, the command is
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given in the Word, "prepare t o meet thy God," and also "Remember, now thy Creator in the days of thy youth." While the
evil days come not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou shalt say,
"I have no pleasure in them," yet many are putting off this matter,
choosing rather to enjoy the pleasures of sin. How sad it is to
see those who have lived in sin until they are old and those
pleasures fail and they do not have Jesus and nothing to look forward to, and how much harder it is for those to be saved who
have lived so long in sin. I was made to think so much of late
how glad I am that I made the wise choice in my youth, though
I have not always been so faithful. I praise God for salvation
and for the blood' that cleanses from all sin. I praise Him for the
victory He has given me of late! and for the assurance t h a t I am
His and He is mine. I am glad He has comej to abide and I am
trusting in Him with the determination in my (heart to go all the
way with Him and by His help I mean to press on toward the goal
looking for His coming with the blessed hope that I shall some
day see Him as He is and meet the loved ones gonet before, there
to praise Him through all eternity.
LEAH STECKLEY, Gormley, Ont.
LARGEST SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION IN HISTORY
OF AMERICA
The largest distribution of the Scriptures ever made in the
history of this country in a single year is reported by the
American Bible Society for 1923. More than 2,395,000 copies in
over 100 languages and dialects mark this high record. All these
volumes were actually circulated in the United States, and do
not include books manufactured but not yet put into circulation, nor
do they include the work of the Society in foreign lands reports of
which are not yet in hand. The Society's secretaries from all
parts of the country in conference at the Bible House reported
the greatest interest in the Bible ever known in their experience.
The number of books circulated is nearly twice as large as that
reported last year. The increase has been made in every section of the country from coast to coast.
The Rev. Wm. I. Haven, who has just completed twenty-five
years of service as general secretary 1 of the Society, said in making this announcement:
"In the past quarter of a century there has never been a more
manifest interest in and demand for the Christian Scriptures
than there is today. This is true not only in our own country
where circulation is phenominal but in all parts of the world. In
Japan, for example, in spite of the great losses by earthquake
the number of copies of scriptures circulated is nearly twice as
large as last year. The whole world is alert and eager to receive
the Bible. The resources of the American Bible Society are taxed
beyond their capacity to meet the clamorous needs. I am convinced as never before that the Bible is the most potent forcgin
modern civilization."

"HE'LL NOT WAIT"
Some months after a young man's conversion he chanced to
meet one of his former dissolute companions, who seemed over-joyed to see him, and who asked him to go with him to a neighboring
barroom. But the young man refused, saying: "I have a Friend
with me." "I don't see anyone with you." "You can't see Him,
but He isj here." "Bring Him in with you." "No; He neven goes
into barrooms." "Then let Him stay outside." "No, no!" was
the final answer, "My Friend is the Lord Jesus Christ, and ifl I go
in with you Hell not wait." Noble answer was this! and like His
Lord he was delivered by i t from the power of evil. Remember
this( best Friend will not wait outside the places of sin. Who can
take Hlsi place if He leaves you?—From Crown of Glory.
—Selected by Fannie J. Sanders,
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WE MAY ALL BE BLAMELESS
What a crude looking piece of work a child makes when first
learning to sew. But when the mother shows her how to hold the
needle and make the stitches, the child feels encouraged, and generally tries to do her very best to do good work, and please mother.
Then when she hears kind words of commendation, she is very
happy and tries hard to improve on each piece of work she does.
So when we are engaged in work for the Lord, we should ask His
help in everything we undertake and try our utmost to please Him.
And when we do this, we surely love Him and are always willing
to obey all His commands. Then can there be any doubt about us
being ready to meet Him when He comes to take home His bride?
Oh, truly, "Our doubts are traitors, oft making us lose what we
might win< by fearing to attempt."
—F. J. G.

"THAT YE MAY BEAR MUCH FRUIT"
(Continued from page 7.)
and offered in service, and temperance is self-control.
These three fruits of character have a more direct relation to ourselves. If they are found in us, they will radiate an influence to others.
Another kind of fruit is the fruit of service. God has
planned that we shall not only be ambassadors for Christ
but also substitutes for Him. Paul says, "We beseech
you in Christ's stead." Considering our activities foi
soul-winning, what kind of substitutes are we? There
are various openings for service and we should pray that
our eyes may be opened for opportunities. We need not always do the big things in life to bring forth the fruit of
service. We should do the common thing in an uncommon
way.
One essential thing in preparing to bear fruit is the
possession of the abundant life. A dwarfed, twisted,
knotty tree may have some life, but it cannot bear much
fruit. It is the thriving tree that is worth while. Jesus
said, "I am come that they might have life and that
they might have it more abundantly. John 10:10.
Training and discipline also form an important part
in our preparation for fruitbearing. In school life one
receives a valuable kind of training, but out in the world
alone a person also gets experiences that are disciplinary in their results. We must learn our own inability.
To keep oneself entirely out of sight is a standard for
which every Christian should strive. When we learn that
we are nothing and God is everything we are prepared to
bear fruit by giving our lives in service for others.
ROMANS 8:14
For as many as are led by the Spirit of God they are the
Sons of God.
Dead churches cannot bring about a genuine Revival, but
living Churches can by God's help if people are willing to repent.
Dead religious Leaders cannot bring into this dark world of
sin a bright God-given Revival, but the living Leaders can by
God's help where people are willing to repent. God help the
living.
_ A . E. G.

Grace does not change the metal; it stamps it with
the Divine image,—Selected,
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WHAT THEN !

When the last, last' sun sinks low',
And the blazing light of day,
Fastly fades from a golden glow,
To a deep'ning hue of gray;
'When the reaper's tools are cast,
In the cold bare stubble-fields,
Where today the ripe grain fast
To the reaper's sickle yields;
What then, O soul, what then !
When the bard's quill lies unused,
And the empty fount corrodes,
Where the genius sat and mused
As. he penned immortal odes;
When the master's brushes lie,
Unemployed by Art's fair hands,
On the1 palette left near by
Where his folded easel stands;
What then, O soul, what then !
When the soldier's sword unsought,
In its scabbard 'neath the dust,
Idly lies where last he fought,
And his vacant armor rusts;
When the final bugle-blast
Has echoed and passed away,
And deep silence reigns at last,
As before the first, first day;
What then, O soul, what then !
When the empty hands are crossed
O'er the frozen fount of life,
When the last high waves have tossed
On the open sea of strife,
And the bark tihat once defied
The fierce tempest's flash and roar,
As the waves at last subside,
Hangs upon a rock-bound shore;
What then, O soul, what then !
—O. F. Linn. Selected by Sarah Custer.

THE CHILD IN THE SCHOOL.
The child from birth to the school age has been
sheltered almost entirely under the parents' roof, influenced by the parent-life, it has lived in a little world of
its own, being monarch and chief magistrate of every
thing, giving it the most wonderful ideas and imaginations of this great world and how its inhabitants are
originated.
As the child leaves the parental gate the first time
tor school it bursts forth into limitless space and its ideas
and imaginations are brought partly to realization.
Should the child be able to express its feelings, the firs!;
day of school would be a far greater event in the child'3
life, than the inauguration of Mr. Pinchot as governor of
Pennsylvania or Mr. Coolidge as president of the United
States was in their grown up life.
Many children as they reach the school age are given
an idea of school life, but in nine out of every ten cases
the idea is all wrong or mostly all wrong due to the fact
that people do not want to be just themselves, and forget
their own first day of school.
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No matter how much preparation the parent has
made, how well the child is groomed, and posted, let us remember that in every last child sticks the ancestorial
looking glass; it may be polished so as to show out an
enlarged picture, or a deceiving picture of the home, but
the shifting nature of the child soon rubs off the artificial and behold there comes forth the genuine.
You ask, "What picture ?" A picture of the parents,
the brothers and sisters, the ways and habits of living in
short and full, The Home Complete.
Many parents feel relieved when the child reaches
the school age, some even send the child to school at
a youthful age so as to get rid of the burden at home,
thinking that by so doing they can clear themselves of the
responsibility of training the child. Such an idea
is false and should not be harbored by any parent. The
child as it enters the school age brings a much greater
responsibility to every parent than most of them see or
realize. As the child is placed with other children its
young mind is so often disfigured and indented with undesirable mental impressions that would be horrifying if
parents could see them.
The child changes its way of living eighty percent,
sight, hearing, feelings, habits, and control are, all affected, few are improved, most are adulterated in some
shape or form by the influences of other children. The time
that most children go wrong is between eight and fourteen years of age. During this age children do very little
thinking for themselves, every thing they learn is by
repetition or imitation, so the important thing or question is what should they imitate so that their reasoning
faculty which is to be developed in years to come, may not
be stunted or even killed.
Therefore every parent must be alert, and on the
watch and guard, and more closely associate with the
child during this time than any other period of its life.
Book knowledge learned at school is a very small part
of what the child learns, for at school are every class and
nature of children, giving to each other more knowledge,
no, not knowledge, but more to fill the mind often more
than is desirable. If all these contacts were well bred and
groomed children, every child would leave school for home
,eyery evening a little bit better than it left home for
school in the morning.
This could be accomplished if every child would be
taught to bring just as much of the school along home as
it takes of the home along to school, it should be on a
fifty-fifty basis.
Parents should know the conditions, and workings of
the school, also the part the child belongs to; should be
ready and willing to lend a helping hand, no matter how
simple the helping may seem, if made in a proper way, ii;
unites and binds teacher, pupils and parents together in
the great work of child teaching; only by familiarity and
cooperation can results that are worth while be obtained.
With confronting conditions not so desirable, we notice that many parents pilot their children through
the elementary school with a fine record of behavior and
(Concluded on page 16.)
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Do Dreams Come True?
Perhaps they do, at least sometimes they do. It depends much on the dream.

When
the Publishing House work was begun four years ago we had a vision of what could be accomplished through the printed page if we only had the facilities and the purpose to do it, but it was hard to
get folks to see the light and sometimes we became discouraged and thought it must only have
been a dream, which like many others would never come true, but just

You Look at This
Perry Station, Ont.,
Feb. 15, 1924

E. V. Publishing House
Nappanee, Indiana
Dear Brother:
Enclosed find order for sixteen dollars and thirty cents ($16.30.)

Wainfleet Sunday School donated fourteen dollars ($14.00) toi place the Evangelical Visitor into homes in the community whose financial circumstances did not permit
them to subscribe for it.
This subscription is for one year only. At the end of one year it is
continued unless renewed by the subscriber personally, through the church
School. This information is being given to each individual to whom the
being sent.
EARL M.

to be disor Sunday
Visitor is
SIDER
Supt.

Our Hopes Began to Rise
until we again caught a gleam of our vision, and we are asking every Sunday School in the brotherhood to please give this prayerful consideration, and set apart one Sunday, upon which a special offering could be taken or any other plan used which you may have to send the Evangelical Visitor
into new homes.

Our New Club Offer
to Sunday Schools or Individuals—we will send the Evangelical Visitor to New Subscribers for one
year (1 yr.) for One Dollar ($1.00) each. If your school believes the truths of God's Word as
taught by our fellowship, this should appeal to you.

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
P. S.—Responses will be published as they are received.
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THE CHILD IN THE SCHOOL.
(Continued from page 14)
satisfactory educational development and progress. Here
many stop or drop school work for manual labor, others
continue their studies into a higher education, which is
very well and proper if the purpose in view is noble.
The grammar and High school problem is to steer
the child clear of the numberless degrading agencies
which might retard its progress, dwarf its development
and prevent it from reaching the goal.
During this school age the child is more easily controlled and progressed, due to the fact that most children
have reached the age and ability to think and reason for
themselves.
As the child continues in this stage of self-reasoning and thinking it should foe supplied with proper thinking food. Again it is not only the school that provides it
but its entire surroundings. The child loses some of its
imitativeness, by seeing and hearing, but gains that which
is lost by reading which affects the mind often to such an
extent that it causes motion. Yes, often action and deeds
that are noble or degrading.
While the child is passing through these different
stages of school life, the parent must not forget that in
order to do justice to the"child they must never lose interest.
When a child feels that its parents have lost interest
in it the "push and pull', will and courage, slip away to
such a degree that many a noble ambition is lost and a useful life hidden or extinguished.
Great is the relief when the Professor has put finis or
0. K. to the High School work that means that the child
has sailed the rapids of school life successfully to a period
in which it can now exercise self-control and should it
desire to reach out for more knowledge it has in view
something special. In many cases it gets the professional
idea being intrusted with a special talent which when developed can be used in a way that brings joy and satisfaction to the user and a benefit to humanity.
J. W. ROMBERGER.
SPARKS FROM DIFFERENT ANVELS
The devil tempts men, but an idle man tempts the
devil.
**

**

••

••

What is unpleasant to thyself, do not to thy neighbor.
**
**
** **
Temptations which cause the shallow, unstable man
to fall only strengthen the faith and perfect the character of the true Christian.
**
**
**' **
Speak kindly to all, by doing so, you help others to
lighten their burdens.
**
**
*•
*•
Trouble never lasts for ever, the darkest day will
pass away.
Think that each one is as dear to God as you are.
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Charity:
Meek and lowly, pure and holy,
Chief among the "blessed three."
**
**
**
•*
Remember, if you are inclined to dislike, that others
love that person, and that someone dislikes you.
**
**
**
**
Virtue clothed in a beggar's garb commands respect.
**
**
**
**
Take hope from man, and you make him a beast.
**
**
**
**
He who does God's will faithfully, will receive
strength to do it better.
**
**
**
**
Truth like sunbeams, cannot be soiled by anything
outward.
*•
**
**
**
A man should never foe ashamed to own that he has
been in the wrong, it shows he is wiser today than he
was yesterday.
**
**
**
**
The work of righteousness is peace, lsa. 32:17.
**

**

**

Let men reject your sacrifice, and sneer if they will,
you have all eternity to rejoice.
S. G. ENGLE
THE MAN WHO FEEDS US ALL.
The King may rule over land and sea
The lord may live right royally
The soldier ride in pomp and pride
The sailor roam o'er th' ocean wide
But this or that, what'er befall
The Farmer has to feed them all.
The writer thinks, the poet sings
The craftsmen fashion wond'rous things
The doctor heals, the lawyer pleads
The miner follows precious leads
But this or that, whate'er befall
The Farmer has to feed them all.
The merchant he may buy and sell
The teacher do his duty well
But men may toil through busy days
Or men may stroll through pleasant ways
From,King to beggar what'er befall
The Farmer has to feed them all.
The Farmer's trade is one of worth
He's partner with the sky and earth
He's partner with the sun and rain
And no man loses for his gain
So men may rise and men may fall
But th' Farmer has to feed them all.
God bless the man who sows the wheat
Who finds us milk and fruit and meat;
May his purse be heavy and his heart be light
His cattle and corn and all, go right
God bless the seeds his hands let fall
For the Farmer has to feed us all.
—Selected by P. H. D,

